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SOME UNBOUNDED FUNCTIONS OF REGULAR GROWTH

H. ARTHUR DEKLEINE AND VLADIMIR DROBOT

Abstract. The concept of regular growth for unbounded

nondecreasing functions has its origin in the study of the asymptotic

behavior of solutions for the second order equation u"+a(t)u=Q.

In this paper we give sufficient conditions for a continuous, differ-

entiable function a(t) to possess the property that its logarithm

increases regularly. We also show that the logarithm of a continuous

unbounded concave or convex function increases regularly.

The asymptotic behavior of solutions of the differential equation

(1) u" + a(t)u = 0,

where a(t) is a positive, nondecreasing, continuous function such that

a(t)-++co as r-»- + oo, has been extensively studied. It is well known that

the stated conditions on a(t) are not sufficient to conclude that all solutions

of (1) satisfy

(2) u(r)->-0   as   r->-+oo;

see for example D. Willett [10] and H. A. DeKleine [3]. Sufficient con-

ditions assuring that all solutions of (1) satisfy (2) have been obtained by

G. Armellini and independently by L. Tonelli and G. Sansone (cf. L.

Cesari [2, p. 85] and G. Sansone [9, p. 61]).

Let /(/) be a positive, continuous, nondecreasing function whose

domain is some half line t0=t<co with/(?)->■+ œ. We say that/(r)

grows intermittently or quasi-jumping if for every £>0 there is an un-

bounded sequence t0^a.1<ß1<ot.2<ß2<- ' ' ,

n

(3) lim sup 2 (ßk - *k)lßn = e
n-co     k=1

and

(4) 2 i/(«*+i)-/(&)]<«>■
¿«i

If this does not occur, we say that/(?) grows regularly.
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Theorem 1 (Armellini, Tonelli, Sansone). If ait) is a positive,

unbounded, nondecreasing, continuous function such that log ait) grows

regularly, then every solution of il) satisfies (2).

In the original statement of this result, ait) was required to be contin-

uously differentiable ; however, it is sufficient to require only that a(i) be

continuous. P. Hartman [4] gave a simple proof of this more general

result.

More recently, A. Meir, D. Willett, and J. S. W. Wong [6] obtained

the following:

Theorem 2 [6, Corollary 1]. Let ait) be a positive, unbounded, non-

decreasing function in C^O, co). If there exists a positive, nondecreasing

function pit) e CJ[0, co) such that

(5) i°°[K0r1^= +00
Jo

and

(6) liminfa'(f)P(OMO> 0,
(-» + 00

then (2) holds for all solutions of il).

In fact, A. Meir, D. Willett and J. S. W. Wong established a more

general result than Theorem 2 in which the condition that pit) is increasing

is replaced by the less demanding requirement that

lim inf p'iOlpiOa1'^) ^ 0.
t—»-O0

They show that Theorem 2, as stated above, is a corollary of a well

known result by G. Sansone [9, p. 65].

The aim of this note is to show that any function ait) satisfying the

conditions of Theorem 2 has the property that its logarithm is of regular

growth, hence Theorem 2 is a corollary of Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. Let ait) be a positive, unbounded, nondecreasing function

in C1^), co). If there exists a positive, nondecreasing, continuous function

pit) such that

j™[pit)T1dt= co

and

lim inf a'(t)p(t)la(t) « 2d > 0,
<-00

then log ait) increases regularly.
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Proof of Theorem 3.    Let s be any number strictly smaller than J.

Let x1<ß1<u.2<ß2<- ' ' be any unbounded sequence such that

n

lim sup y (ßk - ak)lßn ^ £.

There is no loss in generality in assuming that a'(t)la(t)=o¡p(t) for t—OLv

We need only show that equation (4) is satisfied with/(r)=log a(t).

First, however, we see that for some L^2

n—1 n

2 K+i - ßk) > 2 [ßk - «j
*=1 k=l

for n^.L. If this were not the situation, it would necessarily follow from

(3) that lim^ 2Li [ßk-*ki= + ™ and that

n

Hm SUp 2 (ßk - *k)lßn = h
n-00     k=1

If 2£i [ßk~ aJ = 00> we define two functions pA[t) and p2(t), having

[0, 00) as their domain, by

Pi(0 = P' + IKi-WtJ,

where Ar=max{«:0^/i and 2*Li [ßk~a*] = '}> and

PÁt) = pit + 2 fA-«*] + <*! I

where M=max{n: l^n and 2i'=î [«jt+i—AJís'}- By taking note of the

fact that
A" A'

'  + 2 [ak+l - ÄJ + <*1 = * - Z [ßk - «*] + <XjV+l
fc=l k^l

and that
.1/ Ü/-1

'  + 2 [ßk - a*J + al = f -  2 [a*+l ~ Ä1 + &U

we have the following inequalities:

.V

a.v+i = ' + 2 K+i "~ &] + «t < §N+v
k=l

M

Jm = { + 1Í [ßk - «*] + «i < «ar+i-
fc-i
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Recall that/?(r) is nondecreasing. Hence, for í_r=2¿T¿ Wk+1—ßk],

[PAO)-1 ú  [/KoWj-1 Û  Ipi^M+l)]-1 ú  WO)"1.

We are now in a position to obtain the desired result. If 2*°=i [&— 0Lk] <

co, we have

I [Kr)]-1 dr =       [pir)}-1 dr - £ [Kr)]"1 dr = 00.
)fc=i Jf* •'«i ¡t=i J«*

If 2^1^-^1=00, then

Z [pir)r1dr = 2\    p2ir)dr

^ C0 + f"[^(r)]-1 dr + (""[^(r)]-1 dr
Jo Jo

= C0 + i   [p(r)] dr = co
Jo

where C0=J0r [/^Ml-1 dr—i^ [p1ir)]~1 dr. Therefore

2 log ai*k+1) - log aißk) = 2 f at+1a'(r)/a(r) dr
k=l *=1 •'Í*

as is required for the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 4. If ait) is a positive, unbounded, nondecreasing, continuous

function and either ait) is concave or convex, then loga(r) increases

regularly.

Corollary. (See [6].) If ait) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4,

then every solution of il) satisfies (2).

Proof of Theorem 4. Let e be any number strictly smaller than \.

Let a.l<ß1<u.2<.ß2< ■ • ■ be an unbounded sequence such that

Iim sup„_œ 2fc=i ißk—Cik)lßf, = e Let L and T be defined as in the proof

of Theorem 3. In either case we define a piecewise linear function X by

t — «t               ßk~ l
Kt) =- aißk) + f-a(a*), a, = t = ßk,

Pk - a* ßk - a*

A(0 =    t~ß\ «K-+i) + g*+1 ~i aißk),        ßk^t^ ai+1.
a*+i - ßk a*+i — P*
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Let us first consider the case when a(t) is concave. In this case X(t) is

also concave and X'(t)¡X(t) is decreasing excluding, of course, the isolated

points where X' is undefined. Using an argument analogous to the one

used in the proof of Theorem 3,

2    *'(t)M(t
k=l Jßtc

(t) dr = co.
k=l ->ßt

Therefore,

CO CO

2 0°B a(«w-i) - '«g "(ßk)} - 2 fl°8 A(«*+i) " lo8 W}

= 2     *
fc=l Jßk

(t)¡X(t) dr = oo.

Now consider the case when a(t) is convex. In this case X(t) is also

convex and unbounded. Since, for t not equal to any ak or ßk,

X(t) - A(a,) = f'tA'(t)/t dr ^ /¿'(OlogO/aJ,
Ja!

we have that

lim t logir/oOx'WMO) = 1.

Let T be some positive integer such that X'(t)¡X(t)=\[t logíí/a,)]-1 for

t=ßr. Again, using an argument analogous to the one used in the proof

of Theorem 3,

2 [t logir/aOr1 dr = co.
t=l Jßu

Therefore,

CO CO

2 {log a(ak+1) - log a(ßk)} = 2 {'«g ¿K+i) - log X(ßk)}

'(r)IX(r) dr

= Ci + ; 2 [t logir/aO]-1 dr =

= 2       *'(
k=lJPk

00

where

Cl = 2 ¿W« í/t - [t log^/a,)]"1 A
¿Ti Ui* •*/>*

Hence our desired result.
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